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The SecA nanomotor promotes protein translocation in eubacteria by binding both protein cargo and the
protein-conducting channel and by undergoing ATP-driven conformation cycles that drive this process. There
are conflicting reports about whether SecA functions as a monomer or dimer during this dynamic process. Here
we reexamined the roles of the amino and carboxyl termini of SecA in promoting its dimerization and
functional state by examining three secA mutants and the corresponding proteins: SecA⌬8 lacking residues 2
to 8, SecA⌬11 lacking residues 2 to 11, and SecA⌬11/N95 lacking both residues 2 to 11 and the carboxylterminal 70 residues. We demonstrated that whether SecA⌬11 or SecA⌬11/N95 was functional for promoting
cell growth depended solely on the vivo level of the protein, which appeared to govern residual dimerization.
All three SecA mutant proteins were defective for promoting cell growth unless they were highly overproduced.
Cell fractionation revealed that SecA⌬11 and SecA⌬11/N95 were proficient in membrane association, although
the formation of integral membrane SecA was reduced. The presence of a modestly higher level of SecA⌬11/N95
in the membrane and the ability of this protein to form dimers, as detected by chemical cross-linking, were
consistent with the higher level of secA expression and better growth of the SecA⌬11/N95 mutant than of the
SecA⌬11 mutant. Biochemical studies showed that SecA⌬11 and SecA⌬11/N95 had identical dimerization
defects, while SecA⌬8 was intermediate between these proteins and wild-type SecA in terms of dimer formation.
Furthermore, both SecA⌬11 and SecA⌬11/N95 were equally defective in translocation ATPase specific activity.
Our studies showed that the nonessential carboxyl-terminal 70 residues of SecA play no role in its dimerization, while increasing the truncation of the amino-terminal region of SecA from 8 to 11 residues results in
increased defects in SecA dimerization and poor in vivo function unless the protein is highly overexpressed.
They also clarified a number of conflicting previous reports and support the essential nature of the SecA dimer.
SecA’s oligomeric state in soluble or membranous environments (1, 3, 24, 30).
Several approaches have been taken to determine whether
SecA functions as a monomer or dimer or alternates between
these two states in order to promote protein translocation.
Both in vivo and in vitro protein cross-linking techniques have
been utilized to assess the fraction of the SecA dimer in soluble
and membrane-bound states. Unfortunately, the studies have
produced equivocal results (17, 23, 24, 32) that are of limited
value; on the one hand, cross-linking traps proteins in the
oligomeric state and thus distorts a natural equilibrium, while
on the other hand, suboptimal cross-linking conditions (e.g.,
nonideal cross-linker chemistry, insufficient cross-linker concentration, or nonphysiological buffer or salt conditions) can
lead to underrepresentation of the true oligomeric population.
Genetic techniques have been utilized to engineer SecA
dimers that were linked in a head-to-tail fashion, and such
modified proteins were found to be functional both in vivo and
in vitro (22, 32). The findings of the latter studies are consistent
with the findings of parallel biochemical studies in which disulfide cross-linking was utilized to create covalently bonded
SecA dimers that were found to be functional in vitro (however, see reference 25 for a description of a contradictory
study) (7, 16). One limitation of the latter approaches, however, is that they cannot rule out the possibility that covalently
bonded SecA dimers actually function as tethered monomers.
However, the findings are consistent with additional findings
supporting the hypothesis that the dimer is the active state of

Prokaryotes and eukaryotes contain a phylogenetically conserved protein-conducting channel in their major translocation-competent membrane systems that interacts with different
cytosolic components in order to promote protein translocation (26). In bacteria, the SecYEG channel utilizes primarily
the signal recognition particle-dependent pathway for cotranslational insertion of integral membrane proteins, while it utilizes the SecB chaperone and SecA ATPase nanomotor for
posttranslational translocation of secretory preproteins (10,
27). SecA has a dual function in the latter pathway; first it binds
preprotein and SecYEG in the correct topological configuration, and then it undergoes ATP-driven conformational cycles
that drive protein translocation in a stepwise fashion.
The oligomeric state of SecA during protein translocation
has been a matter of considerable controversy recently (29).
Originally, SecA was found to exist in a temperature- and
salt-dependent monomer-dimer equilibrium at the micromolar
concentration range (33). It has been shown that many of
SecA’s translocation ligands affect its oligomeric state; phospholipid and SecYEG binding promoted monomerization of
SecA, whereas there have been conflicting reports concerning
the effect of signal peptides and adenylate nucleotides on
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SecA. For example, secA mutants display intragenic complementation, often a hallmark of proteins that function as oligomers (5, 32). Furthermore, it has been shown that in other
mutant situations, membrane-bound SecA heterodimers comprised of functional and nonfunctional subunits could be produced and were inactive (9, 17), a result that is difficult to
rationalize if membrane-bound SecA functions solely as a
monomer.
Studies of SecA monomer-biased mutants have been used to
specifically assess the functionality of the SecA monomer. The
amino-terminal 12 residues of SecA are an important interprotomer contact site for stabilizing the antiparallel SecA dimer
structure described by Hunt and colleagues (15). However,
conflicting results have been obtained previously for the functional state of a SecA mutant protein lacking residues 2 to 11
(SecA⌬11) or a similar protein that also lacks the dispensable
carboxyl-terminal 70-amino-acid residues of SecA (SecA⌬11/
N95). Or et al. reported that secA⌬11/N95 complemented a
secA conditional null mutant and that the mutant protein exhibited significant in vitro protein translocation activity, particularly when it was assayed with membranes or proteoliposomes derived from a prlA4 mutant (23). In contrast, we
reported that secA⌬11 was unable to complement a secA conditional null mutant and that the SecA⌬11 mutant protein did
not have in vitro protein translocation activity and had poor
SecA-dependent translocation ATPase activity (17), consistent
with the result of Randall and coworkers (28).
Characterization of secA⌬11, secA⌬11/N95, and secA⌬8 mutants. In order to clarify the important issue described above,
we reexamined it. For this purpose an Escherichia coli strain
carrying a chromosomal secA amber allele and a temperaturesensitive amber suppressor, BL21.19 [secA13(Am) supF(Ts)
trp(Am) zch::Tn10 recA::CAT clpA::KAN (DE3)], and an isogenic derivative of this stain, BL21.20 [secA13(Am) supF(Ts)
trp(Am) zch::Tn10 recA::KAN (DE3)], were used as hosts for
secA-containing plasmids. pT7secA-his and pT7secA⌬11-his,
which contain wild-type secA encoding a His-tagged protein
and a derivative missing secA codons 2 to 11, respectively, have
been described previously (17). pT7secA⌬11/N95 is similar to
pT7secA⌬11 but lacks the last 70 codons of secA and was a
kind gift from P. C. Tai (32). Sequence analysis of the latter
plasmid revealed that it contained a nucleotide substitution at
codon 700 of secA that resulted in a methionine-to-valine substitution. However, when this codon was changed back to the
wild-type codon (QuikChange; Stratagene) and the growth
properties of the relevant strains were compared, no significant
differences were found. Finally, we constructed pT7secA⌬8his
missing secA codons 2 to 8 by using the QuikChange procedure, appropriate mutagenic primers (Integrated DNA Technologies), and pT7secA⌬11his as the template. All mutations
were confirmed by DNA sequence analysis (University of
Pennsylvania DNA Sequencing Facility).
We first tested the growth properties of the relevant strains
by comparing colony counts for serial dilutions of overnight
cultures grown at 30°C in LB (Sigma) supplemented with 100
g/ml ampicillin (Amp) and 25 g/ml chloramphenicol, where
appropriate, and plated on LB plates containing Amp or LB
plates containing Amp and chloramphenicol, which were subsequently incubated overnight at either 42°C (at which only the
plasmid-borne secA gene was expressed) or 30°C (at which
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FIG. 1. SecA⌬11/N95 is functional in vivo due to overproduction of
SecA protein. BL21.19 containing the indicated plasmids was grown in
LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics at 30°C to an A600 of 0.2,
and then it was shifted to 42°C for an additional 2 h. The A600 of all
cultures were adjusted to 1.0 by dilution of LB, and then cells were
chilled, harvested by sedimentation at 4°C, and resuspended in sample
buffer (2% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 125 mM Tris-HCl [pH 6.8], 5%
2-mercaptoethanol, 15% glycerol, 0.005% bromophenol blue) for analysis by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by Western blotting with SecA antisera and visualization by
enhanced chemiluminescence utilizing SuperSignal West Pico (Pierce)
and a Syngene Gelbox system as described previously (17). Prior to
sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis,
the protein concentration in each sample was measured utilizing the
Bradford assay, and equivalent amounts of total protein were loaded
onto the gel. SecA levels were determined using a Syngene Gelbox
system; the amount of SecA present in wild-type strain MC4100 lacking any plasmid was arbitrarily defined as 1.0, and the amounts determined are indicated under the lanes.

both chromosomal and plasmid-borne secA genes were expressed). The ratio of the two values obtained was the plating
efficiency for a given strain. In our tests, the colony counts for
all strains at 30°C were comparable. Consistent with previous
reports, we found that secA⌬11/N95 was functional, while
secA⌬11his was not functional, since both BL21.19(pT7secAhis) and BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11/N95) had good plating efficiencies (0.91 and 0.93, respectively), while BL21.19(pT7secA⌬
11his) was not viable under these conditions (plating efficiency,
5 ⫻ 10⫺5) (17, 23, 32). The viability of BL21.19(pT7secA⌬8his)
was also low under our conditions (plating efficiency, 3 ⫻
10⫺5), despite the fact that SecA⌬8 has been reported previously to be fully functional both in vivo and in vitro (18). In
order to assess SecA levels under these conditions, Western
blotting was performed (Fig. 1). We found that the level of
SecA protein was nearly three times higher in BL21.19
(pT7secA⌬11/N95) than in BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his). The
overproduction was likely to be due to the stabilizing effect of
truncation of the carboxyl terminus of SecA, which is weakly
structured and therefore is a target for in vivo proteolysis (6,
15). Alternatively, truncation of the 3⬘ end of secA may stabilize secA mRNA in the strain used. By contrast, the level of the
SecA protein was only ⬃50% higher in BL21.19(pT7secA⌬
8his) than in BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his). When we constructed
and analyzed BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11/N95, pLysS), which contained the pLysS plasmid that reduces the endogenous level of
T7 RNA polymerase in this expression system (31), we found
that the level of the SecA⌬11/N95 protein was equivalent to
the level of chromosomally produced SecA, and this strain was
not viable at 42°C (the plating efficiency was 2 ⫻ 10⫺6). Collectively, our results indicate that the specific activities of the
SecA⌬8his, SecA⌬11his, and SecA⌬11/N95 proteins in vivo
are low, underscoring the importance of the amino-terminal
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region of SecA for promotion of normal cell growth. In addition, they suggest that the likely mechanism of suppression of
the SecA⌬11 defect by SecA⌬11/N95 is SecA overproduction
(see below for the results of a specific test of this hypothesis).
Such overproduction would obviously help to populate the
SecA dimer pool within the cell.
Characterization of secA⌬11 suppressor mutants. Since the
carboxyl-terminal 70 residues of SecA have been shown to
contain SecB- and phospholipid-binding sites (4, 12), we
wanted to specifically examine whether the dramatically different growth properties of BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11/N95) and
BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his) were related to the presence of the
carboxyl terminus of SecA. We reasoned that if the essential
properties of the two SecA proteins of these strains were biochemically equivalent, then only modest overproduction of the
SecA⌬11 protein would be needed to produce good cell viability similar to that of BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11/N95). In particular, mutations within the lac operator region that partially
derepress the T7 promoter driving the secA gene may be common (pT7secA⌬11his is a pET29b derivative [Novagen] that
contains a lac operator immediately downstream of the consensus T7 promoter, as well as a lacI gene in order to provide
adequate repressor levels [31]).
In order to isolate suppressor mutants, single colonies of
BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his) were inoculated into 5 ml of LB
containing Amp and grown overnight at 30°C. One hundred
microliters of a 1-to-40 dilution of each overnight culture was
plated on an LB plate containing Amp, which was incubated
overnight at 42°C. Colonies that grew under these conditions
were picked and purified twice at 42°C, and plasmid DNA was
extracted (Qiagen) and used to retransform BL21.19 at 30°C.
The transformants were purified and tested for growth at 30°C
and 42°C in order to check the plasmid linkage of the suppressor mutation. We found that approximately one-half of all
potential suppressor mutations were plasmid linked. The plasmid-linked mutants were analyzed by Western blotting in order to identify suppressors that overproduced SecA protein.
Approximately one-half of the mutants screened clearly overproduced SecA protein compared to BL21.19(pT7secA⌬
11his). Sequence analysis of plasmid DNA isolated from nine
such strains showed that four of them contained previously
described lac operator constitutive [lacO(Con)] mutations in
three of the most important nucleotides determining repressor
binding activity and retained the secA⌬11 deletion (Fig. 2A)
(2). All three substitutions occurred in the left half of the
operator, which has been shown to be critical for tight repressor binding. In order to verify that the lacO(Con) mutation was
solely responsible for growth suppression as well as SecA overproduction, site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange) was utilized to reconstruct one of the lacO(Con) mutations (the A at
position 12 [Fig. 2A]) in pT7secA⌬11his, and the properties of
the relevant strains were compared (Fig. 2B). The original
suppressor mutant, BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his-sup1), and the
reconstructed mutant, BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his-lacOA12),
showed similar plating efficiencies (1.1 and 0.64, respectively),
and they both overproduced SecA protein at a level that was
more comparable to the level produced by BL21.19(pT7secA⌬
11/N95) than the level produced by BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his).
Our results show that overproduction of the SecA⌬11his protein at a level comparable to the SecA⌬11/N95 level is suffi-
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FIG. 2. lacO(Con) mutants restore SecA⌬11his function by overproduction. (A) Sequence of the lac operator region with the lacO(Con) suppressor mutations indicated below the sequence. The lacO(Con) mutation at position 12 was present in two independent
suppressor mutants, whereas the mutation at position 15 and the
mutation at position 17 were each present in a single suppressor
mutant. The number below each lacO(Con) mutation was obtained
from a previous study (2), and these numbers indicate the corresponding repressor affinities for the mutant operator compared to the wildtype operator, which was defined as 100%. The lac repressor-protected
fragment is indicated above the sequence, and the axis of dyad symmetry of the sequence is also indicated. (B) Western blot of BL21.19
containing the indicated plasmids. The analysis was performed like the
analysis described in the legend to Fig. 1 except that both SecA and
OmpA antisera were used to probe the blot. OmpA was utilized as a
control protein to verify that equivalent levels of total protein were
loaded on the gel.

cient to suppress the observed growth defect. Furthermore,
they imply that the lack of the carboxyl-terminal 70 amino acid
residues of SecA⌬11/N95 has no special role in promoting the
functional state of the protein; rather, the protein is functional
due to its overproduction.
Subcellular fractionation of secA⌬11 and secA⌬11/N95 mutants. In order to continue to elucidate the different growth
properties of BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11his) and BL21.19(pT7secA⌬
11/N95), we performed subcellular fractionation experiments to
assess SecA membrane association, which is critical for the SecA
function (11, 14). We found that both SecA⌬11his and SecA⌬11/
N95 associated with the cellular membrane fraction (fraction
P300S) (Fig. 3A) and that the level of SecA⌬11/N95 was 12%
higher than the level of SecA⌬11his, consistent with the higher
level of expression of SecA⌬11/N95. In addition, the levels of
both mutant proteins were reduced in the integral membrane
fraction (fraction P300P). These results are consistent with the
results of our previous study, where we demonstrated that
SecA⌬11his displayed normal SecYEG binding activity but that
the reduced amount of this protein in the integral membrane
fraction suggested that dimer formation was needed to promote
the SecA membrane insertion reaction (17). In order to detect the
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FIG. 3. Subcellular fractionation and cross-linking studies support
the in vivo results. BL21.19 strains containing the indicated plasmids
were grown and harvested as described in the legend to Fig. 1. Cell
pellets were resuspended in 0.02 volume of ice-cold (A) TKMDP (10
mM Tris-Cl [pH 7.5], 50 mM KCl, 10 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM
dithiothreitol, 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 1⫻ protease inhibitor cocktail [Sigma]) or (B) HKM (50 mM HEPES-KOH [pH 7.2],
50 mM KCl, 1 mM magnesium acetate, 1⫻ protease inhibitor cocktail)
and broken by two passages at 8,000 lb/in2 in a French pressure cell.
Unbroken cells were removed by two successive centrifugations at
13,000 ⫻ g for 10 min at 4°C, which resulted in the total cleared lysate
(Total). (A) For subcellular fractionation, soluble (S300) and membrane (P300) fractions were obtained by centrifugation at 150,000 ⫻ g
for 25 min at 4°C in a Sorvall Discovery M120 microultracentrifuge.
S300 was carefully removed, and P300 was resuspended in the original
volume of 0.2 M sodium carbonate (pH 11.5), incubated on ice for 30
min, and resedimented. The carbonate-treated supernatant (P300S)
was carefully removed, and the integral membrane pellet (P300P) was
resuspended in the original volume of TKMD. (B) For protein crosslinking, the P300 pellet was briefly washed and resuspended in the
original volume of HKM. Ten microliters of P300 was subjected to
chemical cross-linking with the indicated concentration of EDAC
[1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl-aminopropyl)carbodiimide] in HKM supplemented with 50 mM potassium acetate at room temperature for 15 min
in a 40-l reaction mixture, and then the reaction mixtures were
quenched on ice by addition of 3 l of 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). All
samples were heated to 100°C for 2 min after addition of sample buffer
and analyzed by (A) 11.3% or (B) 5.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by Western blotting and visualization of SecA using appropriate antisera by enhanced chemiluminescence utilizing SuperSignal West Pico (Pierce) and a Syngene
Gelbox system.

presence of membrane-bound SecA dimer, chemical cross-linking
experiments were performed using the total membrane fraction
(fraction P300) from the two mutants. In this case we detected the
presence of a modest level of the SecA⌬11/N95 dimer but not the
SecA⌬11his dimer in the membrane fraction (Fig. 3B), consistent
with the growth properties of the two strains, as well as the
importance of the SecA dimer for the functional state of this
protein.
Biochemical analysis of the SecA⌬11, SecA⌬11/N95, and
SecA⌬8 proteins. Our genetic and physiologic results suggested that the biochemical properties of the SecA⌬11his and
SecA⌬11/N95 proteins are similar and that expression differences in the relevant strains were responsible for the remarkable differences in growth properties described above. To explicitly examine this, we purified these two proteins, as well as
SecA⌬8, and determined the monomer-dimer equilibrium
constants by using size exclusion chromatography and static
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light scattering (Fig. 4). Since it has been reported previously
that the SecA monomer-dimer equilibrium is highly salt dependent (33), two different salt concentrations were employed
to more accurately measure differences in SecA interprotomer
affinity. We found that the SecA⌬11his and SecA⌬11/N95 proteins had essentially identical monomer-dimer equilibrium constants (3.5 ⫻ 10⫺6 ⫾ 0.2 ⫻ 10⫺6 M and 3.87 ⫻ 10⫺6 ⫾ 0.09 ⫻
10⫺6 M, respectively) (Fig. 4A) with 100 mM KCl, while the
value for SecA⌬8his (7 ⫻ 10⫺8 ⫾ 1 ⫻ 10⫺8 M) was intermediate between these values and the value for the wild-type
SecA-his protein (⬍1 ⫻ 10⫺9 M). A recent study utilizing
equilibrium sedimentation also showed that the SecA⌬11/N95
protein was a dimer at a concentration of 1 to 13 M with 50
mM KCl (13). In order to more accurately compare the interprotomer affinity of SecA⌬8his with that of wild-type SecA-his,
we increased the salt concentration to 300 mM KCl. Under
these conditions the monomer-dimer equilibrium constants for
the wild-type SecA-his, SecA⌬8his, and SecA⌬11his proteins
increased with decreasing length of the stabilizing amino terminus of SecA protein (2.2 ⫻ 10⫺6 ⫾ 0.2 ⫻ 10⫺6 M, 2.41 ⫻ 10⫺5 ⫾
0.05 ⫻ 10⫺5 M, and ⬎2.3 ⫻ 10⫺4 M, respectively) (Fig. 4B).
Our results demonstrate that the SecA⌬11his and SecA⌬11/
N95 proteins are essentially identical in terms of their monomer-dimer equilibrium defects, and they also show that
SecA⌬8his has an intermediate defect that is commensurate
with the length of its amino-terminal region. The results are
also consistent with the observed poor plating efficiency of
BL21.19(pT7secA⌬8his). Although the latter results differ
from those reported previously by Karamanou et al. (18), these
investigators utilized only a single concentration of SecA⌬8his
protein in their gel filtration study and the salt concentration
utilized was not reported. In addition, although these investigators observed good viability for their secA⌬8his mutant
strain, we believe that modest differences in the level of expression of the SecA⌬8his protein in the different strains (similar to our observations described above) could readily account
for the apparent discrepancy in this case.
In order to assess the biochemical activities of the different
mutant SecA proteins, we performed ATPase assays. SecA has
a basal ATPase activity in solution (endogenous ATPase) that
is mildly stimulated upon binding to SecYEG protein present
in inverted membrane vesicles (membrane ATPase), and its
ATPase activity is substantially stimulated in the presence of
the SecYEG protein and an export-competent preprotein
(translocation ATPase) (20). While the SecA⌬11his, SecA⌬11/
N95, and SecA⌬8his proteins had endogenous and membrane
ATPase activities that were roughly similar to those of wildtype SecA-His, all three mutant proteins had very low translocation ATPase activities at equivalent concentrations of protein (Fig. 4C). These results indicate that the essential
activities of SecA⌬11his and SecA⌬11/N95 are biochemically
equivalent when equivalent concentrations of the two proteins
are compared. In addition, these results are consistent with
the low plating efficiencies observed for BL21.19(pT7secA⌬
11his), BL21.19(pT7secA⌬8his), and BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11/
N95, pLysS), as well as the need for high levels of secA
expression in BL21.19(pT7secA⌬11/N95) and BL21.19
(pT7secA⌬11his-sup1) in order to obtain good growth.
The simplest interpretation of our results is that the monomer-biased secA⌬11his and secA⌬11/N95 mutants require
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FIG. 4. The monomer-dimer equilibrium of SecA⌬11, SecA⌬11/
N95, and SecA⌬8 proteins is altered, and these proteins have defects
in their SecA-dependent translocation ATPase activities. SecA proteins were overproduced and purified using either His-bind resin (Novagen) or SP Sepharose (Sigma) as previously described (17). (A and
B) Light scattering data were collected using a Superose 6 10/30 HR
size exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare) connected to
a high-performance liquid chromatography system (Alliance 2965;
Waters Corp.) equipped with an autosampler. The eluate from the size
exclusion chromatography column was monitored by using a photodiode array UV/Vis detector (996 PDA; Waters Corp.), a differential
refractometer (OPTI-Lab or OPTI-rEx; Wyatt Corp.), and a static,
multiangle laser light scattering detector (DAWN-EOS; Wyatt Corp.).
The system was equilibrated with a solution containing 10 mM TrisHCl (pH 7.5), 100 mM or 300 mM KCl, 10 mM magnesium acetate, 1
mM dithiothreitol, and 1⫻ protease inhibitor cocktail at a flow rate of
0.3 ml/min. The weight average molecular mass (MW) for SecA protein was determined for the concentration ranges shown with either
(A) 100 mM KCl or (B) 300 mM KCl. Two software packages were
used for data collection and analysis; the Millennium software (Waters
Corp.) controlled the high-performance liquid chromatograph operation and data collection from the multiwavelength UV/Vis detector,
while the ASTRA software (Wyatt Corp.) collected data from the
refractive index detector and the light scattering detector and recorded
the UV trace at 280 nm sent from the 996 PDA detector. The lines
indicate the nonlinear least-square fits of weight average molecular
mass determined for the apex of each eluting peak at various concentrations for a monomer-dimer association model; the error bars indicate 5% uncertainties for molecular mass determinations expected
from measurement of light scattering. Symbols: filled circles, SecA-his;
open squares, SecA⌬8his; filled triangles, SecA⌬11his; open triangles,
SecA⌬11/N95. (C) Endogenous, membrane, and translocation ATPase
activities of the indicated SecA mutant proteins, determined as described previously (17).

J. BACTERIOL.

SecA overproduction in order to populate the dimer pool and
achieve in vivo function. Indeed, while the SecA⌬11his and
SecA⌬11/N95 proteins have been described as defective for
dimerization (17, 23), our study clearly shows that the dimeric
state can be populated at higher protein concentrations (Fig.
4A and B). Or and Rapoport estimated that the SecA concentration in a normal E. coli cell is 5 M (25), while we calculated
that the concentration is approximately 10-fold higher (based
on 2,500 to 5,000 SecA molecules per cell [21] and the volume
of a cylinder that is 1.8 m long and 0.3 m in diameter [8]).
Since the relevant strains discussed here overproduce SecA by
5- to 15-fold and effective intracellular protein concentrations
should be at least 10-fold higher than this concentration owing
to excluded volume effects produced by the crowding of macromolecules (19), such calculations suggest that the ⬃200 M
monomer-dimer equilibrium constant for the SecA⌬11his protein with 300 mM KCl may well be physiologically relevant.
However, such calculations cannot take into account the fact
that SecA translocation ligands dramatically effect this equilibrium, so true assessment of the oligomeric state of SecA in
its translocationally active state is a much more complex matter
that requires further study. In this regard de Keyzer et al. have
argued that the SecA dimer is the normal SecYEG-binding
form based on assessment of the parameters of binding of a
chemically cross-linked SecA dimer to inverted membrane vesicles, as well as an increase in SecYEG-bound SecA dimer
during SecYEG overproduction (7). By contrast, our present
study and a previous study of the properties of the SecA⌬11his
protein indicated that this monomer-biased mutant protein is
capable of binding to SecYEG with normal affinity but that the
SecA insertion reaction is defective and appears to require the
dimeric state of SecA protein (Fig. 3A) (17).
Our study underscores the fact that close attention needs to
be paid to secA expression levels in vivo, as well as SecA
concentrations and conditions utilized for in vitro assays for
proper assessment of SecA function. This is particularly true of
the monomer-biased SecA mutant proteins studied here,
where different expression levels and different biochemical assay conditions created seemingly conflicting results that are
more readily reconcilable in light of our studies. We determined that the large changes in the stability of the SecA dimer
observed for the amino-terminal deletion mutants, SecA⌬
11his and SecA⌬8his, are comparable to destabilization of the
SecA dimer caused by a modest change in the salt concentration in the assay buffer. For example, increasing the KCl concentration from 100 mM to 300 mM decreased the stability of
the SecA dimer by 4.6 kcal/mol, nearly mimicking the effect
caused by deletion of 11 amino-terminal residues (which decreased the stability by 4.9 kcal/mol) and exceeding the effect
caused by deletion of 8 amino-terminal residues (which decreased the stability by 2.6 kcal/mol). These remarkable results
underscore the difficulty of comparing studies done under different salt conditions that can dramatically affect the SecA
monomer-dimer equilibrium.
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